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ABSTRACT 
Given n X n Hermitian matrices, HI,. . . , HP, a complete description is found for 
the possible inertias of the sum H, + . . . + HP, in terms of the inertias of H,, 
i=l , . . . , p. We also consider and solve other related problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We define the inertia of an n Xn complex matrix A as the triple 
In(A)=(?r, Y, S), where 7r is the number of eigenvalues of A (counting 
multiplicities) with positive real parts, v is the number of eigenvalues of A 
with negative real parts, and 6 = n - VT - v. As precise information on the size 
of A is always given, we shall often write (T, v, * ) for the inertia of A, 
without explicit mention to the value of 8. 
We shall be concerned mainly with the following problems: 
PROBLEM 1. Given a Hermitian matrix, H, find all possible inert& for 
r X T principal submatrices of UHU*, where U runs over the unitary matrices. 
PROBLEM 2. Find conditions on (rr, v, 6), ( rj, vi, ai), i = 1,2, so that there 
exist Hermitian matrices, H, and H,, such that In( H, + H,) = ( T, v, S) and 
In(Hi)=(ri,vi,6i), i=1,2. 
Problem 1 is easily solved with a simple application of the interlacing 
inequalities. It has been already considered and partially solved in the 
literature [2]. We give a brief account of it in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we solve 
Problem 2. In Sec. 4 we solve some variants of Problem 2. For example, we 
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give a complete description of the inert& of matrices of the type 
S,H,S: + S,H,S; , 
where H,, H, are prescribed Hermitian matrices, and S,, S, are arbitrary 
matrices with prescribed rank. Section 5 is dedicated to the study of the 
inertia of sums of more than two Hermitian matrices. The real symmetric 
case is considered briefly in Sec. 6. 
The answers to these problems have the form of systems of linear 
inequalities, involving the inert& of the Hermitian matrices under inspect- 
ion. Here, linearity is not a surprise. As a matter of fact, many inequalities 
are known relating the eigenvalues of two Hermitian matrices and the 
eigenvalues of their sum, and all these inequalities are either linear or 
consequences of linear inequalities (see [3] and references therein). 
We shall use the so-called Cauchy’s interlacing inequalities for the 
eigenvalues of principal submatrices of Hermitian matrices, which can be 
stated as follows (cf. [l]): 
LEMMA 0. Let n and r be integers, n > r > 1. Given n + T real numbers, 
x,> *.* >X, and Xi> 0,. > XL, there exists an n X n Hermitiun (or real 
symmetric) matrix with eigenvalues X,,. . ., A,, having an r~r principal 
submatrix with eigenvalues A;, . . . , A:, if and only if the following inequali- 
ties hold: 
hi >Xi >hi+,_, for i=l,...,r. (I4 
We use the notations I, for the k x k identity matrix and 0, for the k X k 
zero matrix. The symbols A@B and A8B denote, respectively, the direct 
sum of A and B, and the direct sum of A and -B. 
2. THE INERTIA OF PRINCIPAL SUBMATRICES OF HERMITIAN 
MATRICES 
Part of the following theorem has already been considered in the 
literature, namely the necessity of the inequalities (iv) (cf. [2]). 
THEOREM 1. Let m, n, r, TT, v, d, and v’ be nonnegative integers such 
that 1 < r < min{m, n}. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists an nXn Hermitian matrix with inertia (rr, v, *), and 
having an rx r principal submatrix with inertia (n’, Y’, * ). 
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(ii) For any nX n Hermitian matrix H with inertia (m, v, *), there exists 
an unitary matrix U such that UHU* has an r X r principal s&matrix with 
inertia (TT’, v’, *). 
(iii) For any n X n Hermitian matrix H having inertia (m, v, * ), there exists 
an mX n matrix S, of rank T, such that In(SHS*) = (?r’, v’, *). 
(iv) The following inequalities hold: 
77+r-n<dGr, 
v+r-n<v’<v, 
7T1+vf<rT, 
7r+vQn. 
Proof. Assume that (i) holds. With the same notation as in Lemma 0, we 
have the following consequences of (1.1): if Xi > 0, then Ai > 0; if hi < 0, 
then Xi <O; etc. Then (iv) follows easily. To prove (iv)+(i), just let 
A,=h’i=l for l<i<<n, l<j<7r’, 
/+A;=0 for 7r+l<i<n-v, 7r’+l<i<r-v’, 
xi-x;= -1 for n-v+l<i<n, n-v’+l<j<r. 
If condition (iv) holds, then (1.1) is satisfied for the values of the X’s just 
given. Condition (i) follows, then, from Lemma 0. 
That (i) implies (ii) is an easy consequence of Sylvester’s law of inertia. 
To deal with condition (iii), observe that S can be written as S = T(I,@ 
O)U, where T is m Xm nonsingular and U is unitary nXn. Therefore, by 
Sylvester’s theorem, we have 
In(SHS*)=In(H’)+(O,O,m-r), 
where H’ is the r X r leading principal submatrix of UHU*. n 
In the sequel, we shall use the following simple corollary, that we state 
without proof. 
COROLLARY. Let n, m, V, v, 7~‘, and v’ be nonnegative integers such that 
r+v<n. Let H be an nXn Hennitiun matrix with inertia (~T,v,*). Then 
there exists an m X n matrix S such that In( SHS*) = (r’, v’, * ) if and only if 
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3. THE INERTIA OF SUMS OF HERMITIAN MATRICES 
In the following theorem we give a complete relationship between the 
inertias of two Hermitian matrices and the inertia of their sum. Also, we 
show that this reduces to solve a problem, similar to Problem 2, stated about 
diagonal matrices. More precisely: 
THEOREM 2. Let rr, v, 6, q, vi, Si (i = 1,2) be nonnegative integers. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) There exist two nXn Hetmitian matrices, H, and H,, such that 
In(Hi)=(q,vi,Si), i=l,2,andIn(H,+H,)=(~,v,6). 
(b) There exist two n Xn diagonal matrices, D, and D2, such that 
Jn(Di)=(ri, Vi,ai), i = 1,2, and In(D, + D,) = (m, v, 6). 
(c) The following relations hold: 
n>max{7r, -vs,‘~a -vr}, (34 
v > max{vi -7rs, va -+ (3.2) 
7T<P, +lTz, (3.3) 
v<v,+v,, (34 
77+v+S=q +vi +Si =n, i=1,2. (3.5) 
Proof. It is clear that (b)+(a). 
Let us prove (a)+(c). Given H, and Hz as in (a), we can split C” into two 
direct (orthogonal) sums as follows: 
C” =P,@N,CBZ, =P@N@Zz,, 
in such a way that 
dim( Pi) = q , and (Hir,x)>O if REP,, x#O; 
dim(Ni)=vi, and (H,y,y)<O if YEN,, y#O; 
dim(Z,)=&, and (Hiz,z)=O if zeZi, 
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for i = 1,2. Now, define the following subspaces of C”: 
P”=(P@Z,)n(P@Z,), No =(N,CBZ,)n(N@Z,), 
P,“=(P&BZ,)nP,, Nz=(N,@Z,)nN,. 
As dim(EnF)=dim(E)+dim(F)-dim(E+F), we obtain, on one hand, 
the following inequalities: 
dim(P’) > ~r +6, +~a +S, -n, 
dim&) > 7~~ +a, +~s --n, 
On the other hand, we have 
etc. 
((H,+H,)x,x)=(H,x,x)+(H,x,x)>O if xEP”, 
((H,+H,)x,x)=(H,r,x)+(H,x,x)>O if O#xEPru, etc. 
This means, respectively, that the eigenvalues of the restriction of H, +Hs to 
the subspace P” are nonnegative, that the eigenvalues of the restriction of 
H, + H, to the subspace Pp are positive, and so forth. Consequently, by the 
interlacing inequalities (Ll), H, + H, has at least dim(P’) nonnegative 
eigenvalues, H, + H, has at least dim( Pf) positive eigenvalues, and so forth. 
Therefore, we have ?r+6>n,+S,+~~+S,--n, VT>~T~+S~+~T~--~, etc. As 
(3.5) is clear, the relations (3.1)--(3.5) follow. 
Next, we prove (c)=+(b). We split the proof into three steps. 
Step 1: When one of the integers vl, v2. rl, ITS is zmo. For example, let 
v, = 0 (the case ZJ~ = 0 follows from the case vs = 0 by transposition of the 
indices, and the cases or = 0 and n, =0 follow from the preceding, by 
consideration of the matrices -H,, -Hz, -H, -Hz). The relations (3.1)- 
(3.5) transform to 
n>max{m,,7ra -Ye}, (3.6) 
V>Vl -4, (3.7) 
a<m, +vQ, (3.9) 
7r2 +6, =rl +v, +6, =n+v+b=n. (3.10) 
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Let b, B, C, c, A, a be integers defined successively by 
b=min{S,S,,S,}, B=S, -b, 
C=min{v,, 7ra -B}, c=vl-c, 
A=TQ-B-C, a=rl -A. 
It is clear that b > 0, B > 0, and c > 0. Now, we prove that A > 0, C > 0, 
and a > 0. In fact, from C > 7rs -B we obtain A > 0. To prove that C > 0 (i.e. 
that n, -B>O), observe first that (rs -S,)+S, =n-6, >O and (us-S,)+ 
6, > 0. Moreover, by successive applications of (3.10), (3.8)-(3.9), and (3.10), 
we have 
Therefore, 0 < rs - 6, + min{S, S,, 6,) = 7% - B. To prove that a > 0, assume, 
for a contradiction, that A > ri. From rrs - B = A + C > vi + C > C, we obtain 
c= vr. Then, we have n-S,-B=r2--B>rl+vl=n-a,, i.e. 6,>Sz+B. 
Therefore 6, > b + B = 6,, which is absurd. Hence a > 0. 
Let us proceed by proving the following inequalities: 
6-b<v,-v, (3.11) 
V>C. (3.12) 
Applying (3.10) several times, it is easily seen that (3.6) can be written in the 
form min{S,, S,} > v+ S - vi. By (3.8) we have also S z v + S - vi. Therefore 
b=min(S,Sr,Ss} z v+S-vi, which proves (3.11). To prove (3.12), consider 
the following inequalities: 
(v-v1+7r~-s1)+s2 >o, 
which are easy consequences of (3.7), (3.9), and vi + v > 0. As a consequence, 
v - vi + rrs - S, + b > 0. This inequality implies (3.12), because v -c = min{ v, v 
-v,+r2-&+b}. 
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Next, we partition the integer C in the following manner: 
c=c+ +c_ +c(), with C_=v-c and C,=S-b. 
By (3.12) and by the definition of b, we have that C_ and C, are nonnega- 
tive. Moreover, C, = C- (v- c) - (a-- b) is also nonnegative, because of 
(3.11). 
Define now the following diagonals: 
It is easily seen that 
D, + D, =Z,~2Z,~Z,~Ob82Z,0Z,_ @O@Z,+, 
and that D,, D,, and D, + D, have the desired inertias. This proves (c)=+(b) 
in the case vrvz77r7rs =O. 
step 2: when ?Tl =vs =a, Tz =vl =/3, and S, =S, =y. In this case, the 
conditions (3.1)- (3.5) reduce to 
o<n<a+p, o<v<a+p, a+/?+y=7T+v+S=fl. 
Assume that a > p (the case a < p is similar). Then the following inequal- 
ity holds: 
min{a, T} +min{a, v} >n+v--_P. 
This inequality guarantees that the system of inequalities 
O<x<min{a,7r}, 
O<y<min{a,v}, 
8+v-_P<x+y<a+y 
is consistent. We can even choose an integer solution, x, y, of that system. As 
O<x, y<a and x+y<a+y, there exist, by step 1, two (a+y)X(a+y) 
diagonal matrices. fii and Z?s, such that In(fir ) = (a, 0, y), In(Z?J = (0, a, y), 
and In( 6, + 6s) = (r, y, * ). Of course, there exist p X p diagonal matrices, 6i 
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and Da. such that In(Di)=(O,P,O). In(Ds)~((P,JI.O), and In(Di+&)=(n- 
x, Y - y, * ). Therefore, the diagonals Di = Di@D,, i = 1,2, and D, + D, have 
the inert& required by the theorem. 
Step 3. We proceed by induction on n, by assuming that (c)+(b) for 
n- 1. By the preceding steps, we may assume that ri, ~a, vi, and va are 
positive, and that rz # vr or 7~~ # va. For example, let vr > ~a (the cases 
rs > vr, v, > rl, and r1 > vs are similar). This implies, together with (3.2), that 
v>o. 
Case (i). Suppose that 8, < 8 and 4 < 6,. Let us define the following 
three triples of nonnegative integers: 
Of course, 7r; + vi +S; =7r’+v’+#=n-1 (i=1,2), v’>max{v;-7ri,vi- 
ri}, and B’ < $ +?T;. To use the induction hypothesis, we need to prove the 
foIlowing inequalities: 
7r’>max{7T~--v~,7r~-vV;}, i.e. m>max{n,-vs,7rs-vi}, (3.1’) 
v’<v;+v;, i.e. v<vl+ve. (3.3’) 
In fact, from 8, <6, and 7~z_-v,<O, we obtain r,-vv,=+r,-n++2+S, < 
r1 - n + rz + 6, = rz - v1 < 0. Therefore max{ri - vs, rs - vi} < 0, which 
proves (3.1’). To prove (3.37, use 6, < S and (3.1’) in the following way: 
v=n-r--86n-r-S2=v,+(7r2-+r)<v,+v,. 
Now, let 0; and Dk be (n - 1) X (n - 1) diagonal matrices such In( D,O = 
(T/,v~,&), i=l,2, and In(D;+D;)=(a’,v’,@). The diagonals Di=D;E91, 
i = 1,2, satisfy (b). 
Case (ii). Suppose that 6, > 6 or 6, >a,. Define the following triples of 
nonnegative integers: 
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It is easily seen that these triples satisfy inequalities corresponding to 
(3.1), (3.3)-(3.9, with n- 1 instead of n. To prove u’>max{~; -&, vi -r;}, 
we need only to prove that Y > V, -n,. If 8, >6, we apply (3.4) to obtain 
v=n-r--b>n-77-& =u2 +(nz -7r) >v, -rIT1. 
If 8, >S,, we apply (3.2) to obtain 
Y>Vi-?la =Va -7ri +(6, -6,) >va -771. 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, there exist (n - 1) X (n - 1) diago- 
nal matrices, 0; and Di, such that In( D;) = (~7;) vi, 6; ), i = 1,2, and In( 0; + 
04) = (VT’, Y’, 6’). Then D, = Die 1 and D, = D$BO, satisfy (b). n 
4. THE INERTIA OF S,H,S; +S,H,S,* 
In this section, we draw some consequences of Theorems 1 and 2. First 
of all, observe that condition (a) of Theorem 2 is equivalent to the following: 
ForanynxnHennitianmatrices,H,andH,,suchthatIn(H,)=(~i,v,,S,), 
i = 1,2, there exist n X n nonsingulur matrices, S, and S,, such that the mat&x 
SIH,S, +S,H,S, has inertia (a, Y, 6). 
Now, we consider two Hermitian matrices, H, and H,, possibly of 
different sizes, n1 Xn, and n2 xn,, with inert& (rri, vi, 6,) and (~a, vs, S,), 
respectively. We shall be concerned with the inertias of matrices of the form 
S,HIS: +S2HzS;. (4.1) 
where S, is nxn,, i= 1,2. In the sequel, q is a nonnegative integer, such that 
7~ < min{n, n,}, i= 1,2. For each of the following three cases, 
SiE(Xi:XiisnXniofrankri}, i= 1,2, 
SiE{Xi:XiisnXniofrank <ri}, i= 1,2, 
n=ni, S, =I,, and Sz~{X:Xisn,~n2), 
we characterize the possible inert& of (4.1). Our results are as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let Hi be an n, X ni Hennitian matrix whose inertia is 
(ri, vi, a,), i= 1,2. Let n and v be two nonnegative integers. Then, there exist 
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m&rices Si, of dimensions n x ni and ranks ri (i = 1, Z), such that 
In(S,H,S;+S,H,S,*)=(~,v,n-~-v), (4.2) 
if and only if the following inequalities hold: 
77>7ri+ri-ni-min{ri,vi}, 
v>vi+ri-ni-min{lj,7rj}, 
~<min{r~,7~~}+min{r,,n,}, 
v<min{r,,v,}+min{rz,vz}, 
b%+veL 7f+v<min{r,,7r,+v,}+min 
n+v>2ri-n,-6,-ri, 
n+v<n 
fOr(i,j)=(l,2) ad (i,i)=(2,1) 
(4.3) 
THEOREM 4. Let Hi be an n, X ni Hemitiun matrix whose inertia is 
(4, vi, a,), i = 1,2. Let v and v be nonnegative integers. Then there exist 
matrices S,, of dimensions nXn, and ranks CT, (i= 1,2), ve+$ng (4.2), if 
and only if the following inequalities hold: 
v<min{v,+v,,v,+T2,v2+T1}, (44 
THEOREMS. Let Hi be ni X n, Hermitian matrices with inertius (r,, v,, Si), 
i = 1,2. Let 7~ and v be nonnegative integers. Then there exists an n1 x nn2 
matrix S such that 
In(H1/SH,S*)=(a,v,n,-n-v) 
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if and only if the following inequalities hold: 
7Tl--zJ2 <7r<7r1+r2, 
vl-7T~<Y<v1+u~, 
m+v<n,. 
Proof of Themem 4. If rank(&) < ri, there exists an unitary matrix V,, 
such that SF =[y O]& h w ere Ti is $ Xn,, i = 1,2. Therefore, 
Applying the corollary to Theorem 1 to the matrices q H,T,*, it is easily seen 
that a triple of integers, (x,, yd, n-xi - y,), is attainable as the inertia of 
S, H,S: , for a suitable Si of rank < q, if and only if 
(4.5) 
By Theorem 2, the inertia of S,H,S: + S,H,S,* satisfies the inequalities 
max{r,-yz,xz-y,}~~a(x,+x,, 
max{y,-xz, y2-x1}~v<y1+yz9 
(4.6) 
n+v<n, (4.7) 
for some integer solution (xi, yi) of the system (4.5). Conversely, (4.7) and 
the existence of an integer solution (xi, yi) for the system of inequalities 
(4.5)-(4.6) guarantee the existence of S,, Ss satisfying all the requirements of 
the theorem. 
To find the consistency conditions for (4.5)-(4.6), we forget for a 
moment the inequalities (4.5) for i=2, and write the remaining inequalities 
in the form 
m=(O, 7r---x2, y2 --v}<x,<min{7rr,7r+y2}, 
max{O,v-y2,x,-~}<y,<min{y,,y+r2}, (4.6) 
rl+Yl <r1. 
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Now, we make the simple general remark that the system a < x <A, b < y 
< B, c < x + y < C is consistent if and only if 
a<A, b<B, c<c, 
WJ) 
c<A+B, a+b<C. 
Moreover, if (4.9) holds, then an integer solution exists whenever 
a, b, c, A, B, C are integers. Therefore, an integer solution (x,, yr) exists for 
(4.8) iff 
max{r-7ra,,a-rr,} <x, <min{rr+v,,m+r,}, 
max{v-vVlr v-rr} <z/z <min{v+nr, v+rr}, (4.10) 
?r+v-rr <x, +ys <a+u+r,. 
The inequalities (4.5) for i = 2, together with (4.10), produce the system 
max{O, v-vr, v-rr} <y, <min{v+ar, v+r,, vs}, (4.11) 
7r+v-rr <x, +ys Gmin{a+v+rr,ra}. 
By (4.9), the consistency conditions for (4.11) are the following inequalities: 
max{O,?r-V,,r-r,} <min{7r+vl,7r+rr,~s}, 
max{O, v-vr, v-rr} <min{v+7r,, v+r,, vs}, 
a+~--r, <min{7r+v+rr,rs} (4.12) 
max{O, 7r-7rI,7r-rr} +max{O, v-vl, v-rr} <min{s+v+rr, rs}, 
a+~--r, <min{n+vr, 7r+rI. 7rs} +min{v+Vr, v+r,, vz}. 
We split (4.12) into a system of inequalities not involving max or min. Many 
of the 47 inequalities so obtained are redundant and may be eliminated. 
Thus, it is a simple task to show that (4.12), together with (4.7), are 
equivalent to (4.4). n 
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Proof of Theoren 3. We use a method like that for the proof of 
Theorem 4. Here, we have to prove that (4.3) are the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of an integer solution for the system of 
inequalities 
max(0,7ri+1;-ni}<xi<7ri, 
max{O, vi +c -ni} G yi <vi, i= 1,2, 
xi +yi <q, 
max(x,-y2,x2-y,} <r(xl+x2, 
max{yl-x2,y2-xl}<v<Y1+Y2. 
(4.13) 
Following step by step the proof of Theorem 4, we arrive at the 
conclusion that (4.13) is consistent iff the integers 
a=max{7f2 +r2 --n,, 7r+vy, --nr, n-r,, vi+ri -n, -v, 7r--ar,O}, 
b=max{u, +r2 -n2, Y+TT~ -nl, v--~~,T~ +rl -n, -T, Y---Y~,O}, 
B=min{v,, v+r,, v+7f1}, 
C=min{r,, v+v+r,}, 
c=vr+v-rl 
satisfy the inequalities (4.9). The resulting system splits then into a system of 
119 inequalities without max or min. The removal of the redundant inequali- 
ties is now a lengthy, boring task. We expect the reader to believe that (4.3) 
are the surviving inequalities. n 
Proof of Theorem 5. It is simpler than the above proofs, and follows the 
same pattern. n 
5. THE INERTIA OF SUMS OF SEVERAL HERMITIAN MATRICES 
The following Theorem 6 is due to Professor Bryan Cain. We are grateful 
for permission to include his result in this article. 
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THEOREM 6. Let n and p be positive integers. Let T, Y, T,, vi, 6, be 
nonnegative integers, such that ri + vi + Si = n, fur i = 1,. . . , p. Z’he following 
statements are equivalent: 
(o) There exist n X n Hermitian matrices H,, . . . , HP such that In( Hi) = 
(n,,vj,&)fori=l ,..., p,andIn(H,+*--+H&=(?r,v,*). 
(fl) There exist nxn diagonal matrices D,,...,D, such that In(D,)= 
(n,,v,,Si)fori=l ,..., p,andIn(D,+*-* +D,)=(r,v,*). 
( y) The following inequalities hold for i = 1,. . . , p: 
P P 
Ti + vi - 2 v, < 77 Q x 7rs, 
S-=1 S==l 
P P 
vi+7q - 2 7Ts <v< x v,, 
s=l .V=l 
Proof. That (a) and (p) are equivalent is easily seen by induction on p, 
based on Theorem 2. The proof of (a)*(y) is by induction on p. The case 
p = 1 is trivial, So let p > 2, and assume that the possible inertias of a sum of 
the type H, + . * . + HP [where Hi is Hermitian, with inertia ( ri, vi, cJ)] are 
the triples of integers, say (x, y, * ), completely characterized by 
max 0,7ri+vi- 2 v,:2<ifp <x< 5 rS, 
i 
P 
s=2 i s==2 
(5.2) 
max O,vi+ri- 5 rS:2<i<p <yd; 5 vs. 
( S==2 I s=2 
\ I 
r+y<n. 
By Theorem 2, the inequalities 
max{7r1-y,x-v,}<7r<7r1+x 
(5.3) 
max{v,--x,y-7rr}<v<vi+y, r+v<n, 
completely characterize the triples (a, v, * ), of nonnegative integers that are 
the possible inertias for the matrices H, + . * . + H,, where 
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In( Hs + . * * +H,)=(x,y,*) and Hi runs over the set of nXn Hermitian 
matrices with inertia (‘rr,, vi, 6,). Now, (5.2)-(5.3), viewed as a system of 
inequalitiesinxandy,reducestotheforma(x<A,b(y<B,c<x+y<C. 
The consistency conditions for this system [see (4.9)] are equivalent to the 
inequalities (5.1), as the reader may easily check by the method of the 
preceding proofs. W 
In the next two theorems, we let p, n, and ni, . . . , nP be positive integers. 
The symbols ni, vi, S,, and rj stand for nonnegative integers such that 
rri +yi +ai =ni and 5 <min{n, ni} for i=l,...,p. 
Also, we denote by $, fii and & the integers 
7;i =min{7rj,ri}, ii =min{yi, q}, and ii =min{ri +q, q} 
for i=l , . . . , p. Note that, by Theorem 1, & is the maximum possible rank of 
a matrix of type Si Hi S,? , where Hi is Hermitian with inertia (TV, Y,, 8,) and 
rank(S,)=$. 
THEOREM 7. Let Hi be an n1 X n, Hennitiun m&ix with inert& (T,, vi, ai), 
i= 1 , . . . , p. Let T and Y be two nonnegative integers. Then there exist 
matrices S,, of dimensions n X ni and ranks q, i = 1,. . . , p, such that 
if and only if the following inequalities hold for i = 1,. . . , p: 
7rj +Cj +q -n, - 5 C, <n< 5 I;,, 
s=l s=l 
a+v<n. 
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THEOREM 8. Let H,, . . . , H, and 7~ and v be as in the preceding theorem. 
There exist matrices Si, of dimensions n x n, and with ranks < 4, for 
i=l , . . . , p, satisfying (5.4), if and only if the following inequalities hold: 
Proof of Theorem 7. The proof is by induction on p, and in its main 
lines it is essentially the same as for Theorem 6. So we just give a sketch. If 
we let (x, y, * ) be the inertia of S, H,S: + - * * + Sp HpSp*, then the induction 
hypothesis and x > 0, y > 0 give a complete characterization of x and y in 
terms of In(H,) and ri, for 24 i<p, that is similar to (5.2). On the other 
hand, Theorem 3 (applied to the case where ?r, =x, v, = y, and rs =n2 = n) 
provides a complete characterization of 7~ and v in terms of r, y, In( H,), and 
r,, that corresponds to the system (5.3). The set of all the inequalities so 
obtained constitutes a system of the type described below (4.8). Then, the 
painful task of eliminating redundant inequalities in the consistency condi- 
tions (4.9) can be carried out with no serious problems. n 
We don’t give the proof of Theorem 8, for it is similar to the above. 
6. THE REAL SYMMETRIC CASE 
The reader has of course noticed that in Sets. 4 and 5, both the search 
for solutions to the proposed problems and the proofs of the corresponding 
theorems are just a matter of patience in solving very easy systems of linear 
inequalities, and have little to do with inertia theory. These linear systems 
were deduced on the basis of Theorems 1 and 2. Moreover, the additional 
tricks needed for the beginnings of the proofs of Theorems 3-8 are well 
known (see e.g. the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4) and hold also for 
real, real symmetric, and real orthogonal matrices. 
We have stated and proved our theorems for complex Hermitian matrices. 
However, all our results hold for symmetric real matrices as well, This relies 
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on the preceding remarks and on the following facts: (1) Both Sylvester’s law 
of inertia and the interlacing inequalities hold in the real symmetric case. It 
follows that Theorem 1 also holds in that case. (2) The equivalence of (b) and 
(c) in Theorem 2 shows that the theorem remains true for real symmetric and 
real diagonal matrices. 
Z am indebted to Professors Byan Cain and Graciuno de Olioeira for 
many discussions on this mutter. 
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